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E ssential Dignities are an ancient system of evaluating the relative “strength” of a planet 
at a particular degree of a sign. They are the heart and soul of classical astrology, but 
modern astrology ignores them. The Essential Dignities make it possible for you to 

create detailed, specific, and practical interpretations. 
How you work with the Essential Dignities depends on the context of the chart. In predictive 

astrology, you use the Essential Dignities to evaluate the condition of a planet, and terms like 
“dignified” and “debilitated” have specific, practical value. In natal astrology, the relative dignity of 
a planet is not important; what matters is the Board of Directors.

Think of a sign as a corporation. A corporation is involved in a particular type of business. The 
element and modality of the sign determine the type of business. For example, Libra is a Cardinal 
Air sign. Because it’s a Cardinal sign, planets in Libra are concerned with the question of individual 
identity. Because it’s an Air sign, planets in Libra operate in the mental, intellectual, abstract, and 
social realms, and are motivated to make connections.  

A corporation has a ceo, who is the public face of the company. A corporation also has a Board 
of Directors. The planets that have Essential Dignity for the specific degree of a sign make up the 
members of the Board of Directors for that degree. The board members operate behind the scenes, 
influencing the policies that the ceo shares with the public. The illustration below shows the Board 
of Directors for Libra.
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Each member of the Board of Directors has a fixed number of votes, depending on which 
Essential Dignity it represents. The planet with Rulership functions as the ceo and gets 5 votes; the 
planet with Exaltation gets 4 votes; the planet with Triplicity gets 3 votes; the planet with Term gets 
2 votes; and the planet with Face gets 1 vote. 

It’s common for a planet to hold multiple seats on a Board of Directors, which gives it additional 
votes. For example, Saturn is Exalted in Libra, which gives Saturn a minimum of 4 votes on the 
Board of Directors. In a day chart, Saturn also has Triplicity, giving Saturn an additional 3 votes 
for a total of 7 votes. Venus, the ruler of Libra, has only 5 votes on the Board of Directors, which 
means Saturn can overrule Venus. The planet that has the most votes on a Board of Directors is 
called the almuten. 

E-Z Essential Dignity™ Card
Determining the Essential Dignity and the Board of Directors for a planet used to be complicated. 
Ptolemy’s table of Essential Dignity and Debility is compact and efficient, but it’s also difficult to 
understand. That’s why I created the E-Z Essential Dignity™ Card (shown on the following pages 
and provided as a PDF download in the lesson download links). This simple, visual reference allows 
you to determine the members of the Board of Directors for any degree of any sign at a glance. 

The degree numbers that mark the boundaries of Term and Face represent the last degree where 
a planet holds that dignity. When you read the positions in the chart, you always round up to 
the next whole degree. For example, you would read a planet at 9°24 Libra as being at 10° Libra, 
which would still be in the first decanate, and the Moon would be the planet with Face. However, 
you would read a planet at 10°01 Libra as being at 11° Libra, which would put it in the second 
decanate, and Saturn would have Face. If a planet is at exactly 10°00 Libra, you would not round 
up; the Moon would still have Face. 

Round up to the next whole degree and locate the
degree on the table. Read down to identify the members
of the Board of Directors for that degree. 

22°45 = 23°

Use “Day Triplicity” if the Sun in the chart is above the horizon in houses 7 through 12.
Use “Night Triplicity” if the Sun in the chart is below the horizon in houses 1 through 6.
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Solar Fire has the option to include a table of Essential Dignities for the chart itself. The figure 
below shows Essential Dignity table for Sylvester Stallone’s chart. I’ve highlighted the members of 
the Board of Directors for his Moon at 22°45 Libra. This Essential Dignity table is included on all 
of the charts that I provide for you during this program. 

The tutorial videos on completing the Board of Directors pages 
of the Natal Chart Interpretation Worksheet provide detailed 
instructions on how to identify the members of the Board of 
Directors and also on how to determine how much influence each 
board member has overall. 

Planets in Signs Worksheet
You will use the Planets in Signs Template (worksheet) to identify the Modality and Element 
languages associated with each planet, and to explore the dynamic of the Board of Directors for 
each planet. This worksheet (provided in the class downloads as an MS Word document) will be 
the primary tool that you will use for all of your Archetypal Astrology interpretations.

The following pages show the completed worksheet for Lucille Ball’s chart. Your worksheet 
should look the same as mine except for the observations (which you will create on your own).

I have included my notes and observations in purple. 
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Lucille Ball Planets in Signs
SUN in LEO (FIXED FIRE)

SUN RULES 8th, Almuten 4th

SUN PUZZLE PIECES
Integrity, Authentic “Big S” Self, Debt, Shared Resources, Foundation, Sanctuary

MODALITY (FIXED)
You view _______________ as a resource that must be managed and sustained.

To pursue _______________ you explore every opportunity to maximize your current assets 

and avoid the need to take action that would change anything about your current situation. 

If action is required, you prefer slow, steady, incremental, sustained progress that creates 

the least disruption to the status quo.

Your biggest fear involving ___________ is that you will run out of resources and experience 

lack and scarcity. You unconsciously believe that you don’t have enough because you, 

yourself are not enough.

When you are threatened in the pursuit of ___________ you will resist, digging in your heels 

and putting up your defenses to give you time to consider your options.

ELEMENT (FIRE)
You view _______________ as something that you experience and actively participate in.

To pursue _______________ you take action and expend energy, operating with great 

intensity until you run out of fuel and can’t continue.

You expect _________ to be subjective, personal, abstract, and expressive and may not 
recognize it when it is objective, impersonal, receptive, or concrete.

SUN BOARD OF DIRECTORS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS DYNAMIC
WHO’S THE BOSS?
Sun in Leo — 8 Votes 
Venus in Virgo — 2 Votes
Jupiter in Scorpio — 1 Vote

Sun in Leo is the boss. 
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WHO VOTES TOGETHER?

Sun in Leo is the only vote that matters. 

WHO’S IN CONFLICT?
Venus and Jupiter are at odds with the Sun in Leo.

SUN vs. BOARD OF DIRECTORS
SUN in [LEO] = [FIXED] + [FIRE] LANGUAGES

BOD LANGUAGES

CARDINAL FIRE Sun

FIXED Sun, Jupiter EARTH Venus

MUTABLE Venus AIR

WATER Jupiter

COMPATIBLE: SUN & BOD MEMBERS
The Sun is on its own Board of Directors and has all of the key votes. 

INCOMPATIBLE: SUN & BOD MEMBERS
Sun is not compatible with Venus or Jupiter, but that doesn’t matter. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS OBSERVATIONS
Sun is in Rulership and Triplicity with 8 votes on its own Board of Directors. It’s the only vote 
that matters and it has absolute authority over all of its own affairs. 
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MOON in CAPRICORN  
(CARDINAL EARTH)

MOON RULES 7th House

MOON PUZZLE PIECES
Subjective Safety Needs, Emotional Guidance System, Partner & Adversary, Other People

MODALITY (CARDINAL)
You view _______________ as an external objective or destination to be reached.

To pursue _______________ you identify the target, strategize, anticipate obstacles based on 

past experiences, and then take your shot. If you miss the target or encounter an unexpected 

obstacle, you will regroup, choose a new target, adjust your strategy to avoid the last 

obstacle, and try again.

Your biggest fear involving ___________ is that you will fail, make a mistake, or somehow 

be wrong. You unconsciously believe that if you are wrong, it’s because there is something 

wrong with you, personally.

When you are threatened in the pursuit of ___________ you will react, taking immediate and 

impulsive action, usually making the situation worse.

ELEMENT (EARTH)
You view _______________ as something tangible, physical, and practical that you can touch.

To pursue _______________ you make use of physical, material, tangible, and practical 

resources to construct a path to reach your objective.

You expect _________ to be objective, impersonal, receptive, and concrete and may not 
recognize it when it is subjective, personal, abstract, or expressive.

MOON BOARD OF DIRECTORS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS DYNAMIC
WHO’S THE BOSS?
Saturn in Taurus — 5 Votes
Mars in Taurus — 4 Votes [+1 Vote Rules Jupiter in Scorpio]
Venus in Virgo — 3 Votes [+ 9 Votes Rules Saturn & Mars in Taurus]
Mercury in Virgo — 2 Votes [+ 3 Votes Rules Venus in Virgo]
Jupiter in Scorpio — 1 Vote
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Venus directly influences the most votes, but Venus reports to Mercury, so effectively, 
Mercury is in control of the entire Board of Directors. 

WHO VOTES TOGETHER?

Saturn and Mars will vote with Venus because Venus rules Saturn & Mars in Taurus.

Venus will vote with Mercury because Mercury rules Venus in Virgo. 

Venus and Mercury are both in Virgo, so they speak the same language, which means Mercury 
doesn’t have to force Venus to vote with him, they’re almost always on the same page to 
begin with.  

WHO’S IN CONFLICT?
No conflict at all on this Board of Directors.

MOON vs. BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MOON in [CAPRICORN] = [CARDINAL] + [EARTH] LANGUAGES

BOD LANGUAGES

CARDINAL FIRE

FIXED Saturn, Mars, Jupiter EARTH Saturn, Mars, Venus, Mercury

MUTABLE Venus, Mercury AIR

WATER Jupiter

COMPATIBLE: MOON & BOD MEMBERS
The Moon in Capricorn is compatible with every member of the BOD. The Moon is very 
compatible with the four planets in Earth (same element) and also compatible with Jupiter in 
Scorpio both by element and because the Moon is actually sextile Jupiter. . 

INCOMPATIBLE: SUN & BOD MEMBERS
None. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS OBSERVATIONS
Everyone on the BOD gets along with each other and with the Moon. The Moon may not have 
any direct influence over her BOD, but she’s in constant communication with Mercury, who 
has the last word on all affairs, which means that even though the Moon isn’t in the room 
when decisions are being made, the Moon gets to shape those decisions.
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MERCURY in VIRGO  
(MUTABLE EARTH)

MERCURY RULES 6th, 9th Houses

MERCURY PUZZLE PIECES
Understanding & Communication, Story, Job, Sickness, Danger Zone, Beliefs

MODALITY (MUTABLE)
You view _______________ as an evolutionary process and a journey with no fixed destination.

To pursue _______________ you take stock of your current situation in relation to your 

ultimate goal. Evaluate the goal and the path to the goal and adjust both the path and the 

goal to bring them into alignment so that you avoid obstacles and delays and can keep 

moving at all times.

Your biggest fear involving ___________ is that you will reach your destination and your 

journey will end. You know that your ultimate goal of perfection is unattainable, and 

unconsciously believe that whenever the journey ends, you will still be incomplete.

When you are threatened in the pursuit of ___________ you will respond, adapting, changing, 

or altering your objectives so that you can avoid any delays and keep moving.

ELEMENT (EARTH)
You view _______________ as something tangible, physical, and practical that you can touch.

To pursue _______________ you make use of physical, material, tangible, and practical 

resources to construct a path to reach your objective.

You expect _________ to be objective, impersonal, receptive, and concrete and may not 
recognize it when it is subjective, personal, abstract, or expressive.

MERCURY BOARD OF DIRECTORS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS DYNAMIC
WHO’S THE BOSS?
Mercury in Virgo — 9 Votes [+5 Votes Rules Venus in Virgo]
Venus in Virgo — 5 Votes
Sun in Leo — 1 Vote

Mercury in Virgo is the boss. 
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WHO VOTES TOGETHER?

Mercury and Venus always vote together both because Mercury rules Venus and because 
they’re both in Virgo so they speak the same language and share the same agenda.  

WHO’S IN CONFLICT?

Nobody likes the Sun in Leo, but nobody has to listen to the Sun, either.

MERCURY vs. BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MERCURY in [VIRGO] = [MUTABLE] + [EARTH] LANGUAGES

BOD LANGUAGES

CARDINAL FIRE Sun

FIXED Sun EARTH Mercury, Venus

MUTABLE Mercury, Venus AIR

WATER

COMPATIBLE: SUN & BOD MEMBERS
Mercury & Venus speak the same language. 

INCOMPATIBLE: SUN & BOD MEMBERS
Mercury & Sun are averse, but the Sun has no influence, so it doesn’t matter. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS OBSERVATIONS
Mercury runs the show with Venus in lock step. 
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VENUS in VIRGO  
(MUTABLE EARTH)

VENUS RULES 5th, 10th Houses, Almuten 1st House

VENUS PUZZLE PIECES
Validation Needs, Core Values, Creativity, Recreation & Risk, Reputation, Advancement, 
Happiness, Avatar

MODALITY (MUTABLE)
You view _______________ as an evolutionary process and a journey with no fixed destination.

To pursue _______________ you take stock of your current situation in relation to your 

ultimate goal. Evaluate the goal and the path to the goal and adjust both the path and the 

goal to bring them into alignment so that you avoid obstacles and delays and can keep 

moving at all times.

Your biggest fear involving ___________ is that you will reach your destination and your 

journey will end. You know that your ultimate goal of perfection is unattainable, and 

unconsciously believe that whenever the journey ends, you will still be incomplete.

When you are threatened in the pursuit of ___________ you will respond, adapting, changing, 

or altering your objectives so that you can avoid any delays and keep moving.

ELEMENT (EARTH)
You view _______________ as something tangible, physical, and practical that you can touch.

To pursue _______________ you make use of physical, material, tangible, and practical 

resources to construct a path to reach your objective.

You expect _________ to be objective, impersonal, receptive, and concrete and may not 
recognize it when it is subjective, personal, abstract, or expressive.

VENUS BOARD OF DIRECTORS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS DYNAMIC
WHO’S THE BOSS?
Mercury in Virgo — 10 Votes [+ 3 Votes Rules Venus in Virgo]
Venus in Virgo — 3 Votes [+ 2 Votes Rules Saturn in Taurus]
Saturn in Taurus — 2 Votes

Mercury is the boss and ultimately influences every single vote on the BOD. 
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WHO VOTES TOGETHER?

Everyone votes with Mercury. 

WHO’S IN CONFLICT?
No conflict.

VENUS vs. BOARD OF DIRECTORS
VENUS in [VIRGO] = [MUTABLE] + [EARTH] LANGUAGES

BOD LANGUAGES

CARDINAL FIRE

FIXED Saturn EARTH Mercury, Venus, Saturn

MUTABLE Mercury, Venus AIR

WATER

COMPATIBLE: SUN & BOD MEMBERS
Everyone is compatible — they all speak Earth. Saturn reports directly to Venus (Venus rules 
Saturn in Taurus) both on and off the BOD.  

INCOMPATIBLE: SUN & BOD MEMBERS
None. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS OBSERVATIONS
Once again, Mercury runs the whole show, but Mercury and Venus share the same language 
and the same agenda, so there’s never any conflict. 
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MARS in TAURUS  
(FIXED EARTH)

MARS RULES 4th, 11th Houses

MARS PUZZLE PIECES
Anger, Ego, Foundation, Sanctuary, Aspirations & Acquisitions, Benefactor

MODALITY (FIXED)
You view _______________ as a resource that must be managed and sustained.

To pursue _______________ you explore every opportunity to maximize your current assets 

and avoid the need to take action that would change anything about your current situation. 

If action is required, you prefer slow, steady, incremental, sustained progress that creates 

the least disruption to the status quo.

Your biggest fear involving ___________ is that you will run out of resources and experience 

lack and scarcity. You unconsciously believe that you don’t have enough because you, 

yourself are not enough.

When you are threatened in the pursuit of ___________ you will resist, digging in your heels 

and putting up your defenses to give you time to consider your options.

ELEMENT (EARTH)
You view _______________ as something tangible, physical, and practical that you can touch.

To pursue _______________ you make use of physical, material, tangible, and practical 

resources to construct a path to reach your objective.

You expect _________ to be objective, impersonal, receptive, and concrete and may not 
recognize it when it is subjective, personal, abstract, or expressive.

MARS BOARD OF DIRECTORS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS DYNAMIC
WHO’S THE BOSS?
Venus in Virgo — 8 Votes
Moon in Capricorn — 5 Votes
Mercury in Virgo — 2 Votes [+ 8 Votes Rules Venus in Virgo]

Mercury is once again the boss here: Venus will always vote with Mercury. 
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WHO VOTES TOGETHER?

Mercury and Venus will vote together because they’re both in Virgo AND because Mercury 
rules Venus. Moon in Capricorn (trine Mercury) will also vote with Mercury. 

WHO’S IN CONFLICT?
No conflict.

MARS vs. BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MARS in [TAURUS] = [FIXED] + [EARTH] LANGUAGES

BOD LANGUAGES

CARDINAL Moon FIRE

FIXED EARTH Moon, Mercury, Venus

MUTABLE Mercury, Venus AIR

WATER

COMPATIBLE: SUN & BOD MEMBERS
All planets are in Earth; Mars is trine both the Moon and Mercury. This is another BOD that 
operates like a well-oiled machine. 

INCOMPATIBLE: SUN & BOD MEMBERS
None. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS OBSERVATIONS
Another entirely harmonious Board of Directors situation. Everyone is on the same page. 
And once again, even though Mars is peregrine and has no direct influence over its agenda, 
Mars is trine Mercury (the ultimate boss) and the Moon, so there’s constant communication 
between Mars and the members of the BOD. 
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JUPITER in SCORPIO  
(FIXED WATER)

JUPITER RULES 3rd, 12th Houses

JUPITER PUZZLE PIECES
Growth, Faith, Comfort Zone, Habits & Routines, Vehicle of Adversity, Blind Spot

MODALITY (FIXED)
You view _______________ as a resource that must be managed and sustained.

To pursue _______________ you explore every opportunity to maximize your current assets 

and avoid the need to take action that would change anything about your current situation. 

If action is required, you prefer slow, steady, incremental, sustained progress that creates 

the least disruption to the status quo.

Your biggest fear involving ___________ is that you will run out of resources and experience 

lack and scarcity. You unconsciously believe that you don’t have enough because you, 

yourself are not enough.

When you are threatened in the pursuit of ___________ you will resist, digging in your heels 

and putting up your defenses to give you time to consider your options.

ELEMENT (WATER)
You view _______________ as a feeling that you may not be able to describe or define, but 

you know when you encounter it.

To pursue _______________ you search for a deeper understanding on the inner, emotional 

plane and allow your feelings to guide you on the path.

You expect _________ to be subjective, personal, receptive, and concrete and may not recognize 
it when it is objective, impersonal, expressive, or abstract.

JUPITER BOARD OF DIRECTORS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS DYNAMIC
WHO’S THE BOSS?
Mars in Taurus — 9 Votes [+ 2 Votes Rules Jupiter in Scorpio]
Jupiter in Scorpio — 2 Votes

Mars in Taurus is the boss. 
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WHO VOTES TOGETHER?

Mars and Jupiter vote together because Mars rules Jupiter. 

WHO’S IN CONFLICT?

Mars and Jupiter are in conflict because they’re in opposing signs. They approach things from 
opposite ends of the spectrum. They’re not in actual aspect, so this is just a potential conflict.

JUPITER vs. BOARD OF DIRECTORS
JUPITER in [SCORPIO] = [FIXED] + [WATER] LANGUAGES

BOD LANGUAGES

CARDINAL FIRE

FIXED Mars, Jupiter EARTH Mars

MUTABLE AIR

WATER Jupiter

COMPATIBLE: SUN & BOD MEMBERS
Both Mars and Jupiter are Fixed, but they’re in opposing signs. 

INCOMPATIBLE: SUN & BOD MEMBERS
Potential conflict between Jupiter & Mars because they’re in opposing signs.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS OBSERVATIONS
Mars has absolute control. Jupiter may resent it, but has no ability to do anything but sulk.  
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SATURN in TAURUS  
(FIXED EARTH)

SATURN RULES 1st, 2nd Houses, Almuten 10th House

SATURN PUZZLE PIECES
Responsibility, Authority, Happiness, Avatar, Money, Skills & Talents, Reputation, Advancement

MODALITY (FIXED)
You view _______________ as a resource that must be managed and sustained.

To pursue _______________ you explore every opportunity to maximize your current assets 

and avoid the need to take action that would change anything about your current situation. 

If action is required, you prefer slow, steady, incremental, sustained progress that creates 

the least disruption to the status quo.

Your biggest fear involving ___________ is that you will run out of resources and experience 

lack and scarcity. You unconsciously believe that you don’t have enough because you, 

yourself are not enough.

When you are threatened in the pursuit of ___________ you will resist, digging in your heels 

and putting up your defenses to give you time to consider your options.

ELEMENT (EARTH)
You view _______________ as something tangible, physical, and practical that you can touch.

To pursue _______________ you make use of physical, material, tangible, and practical 

resources to construct a path to reach your objective.

You expect _________ to be objective, impersonal, receptive, and concrete and may not 
recognize it when it is subjective, personal, abstract, or expressive.

SATURN BOARD OF DIRECTORS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS DYNAMIC
WHO’S THE BOSS?
Venus in Virgo — 8 Votes
Moon in Capricorn — 5 Votes
Jupiter in Scorpio — 2 Votes

Venus in VIrgo is the boss (and for once, she doesn’t answer to Mercury). 
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WHO VOTES TOGETHER?

The Moon will vote with Venus because they’re both in Earth signs. Moon is Sextile Jupiter, 
so they will also vote together.  

WHO’S IN CONFLICT?

No conflict.

SATURN vs. BOARD OF DIRECTORS
SATURN in [TAURUS] = [FIXED] + [EARTH] LANGUAGES

BOD LANGUAGES

CARDINAL Moon FIRE

FIXED Jupiter EARTH Moon, Venus

MUTABLE Venus AIR

WATER Jupiter

COMPATIBLE: SUN & BOD MEMBERS
Saturn is in Earth and Trine Venus (ruler of BOD) so there’s a very strong, flowing connection. 
Saturn and Moon are both in Earth and Saturn rules the Moon in Capricorn. 

INCOMPATIBLE: SUN & BOD MEMBERS
Saturn and Jupiter are in opposing signs, so there’s a potential conflict. But Jupiter has no 
real influence. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS OBSERVATIONS
Yet another BOD where the peregrine top-level planet has a direct and harmonious line of 
communication with the most influential board members.  
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